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60 Study programs

Faculty I – Electrical Engineering and Information Technology

Faculty II – Mechanical and Bio Process Engineering

Faculty III – Media, Information and Design

Faculty IV – Business and Computer Science

Faculty V – Didactic Studies, Health Care and Social Work

"This was a great and productive week! We exchanged ideas and experiences with colleagues from other institutions and strengthened our cooperation with HsH."

Malaysian participant of our Staff Week

Contact

The Hochschule Hannover – University of Applied Sciences and Arts administers exchange programs such as Erasmus+ and a further selection of mobility options. We will be happy to help you find the right information regarding exchange opportunities, guide you through the application and admission process, and provide useful tips on how to organize your stay.

International Office

Bismarckstraße 2
30173 Hannover

international@hs-hannover.de

www.hs-hannover.de/international
Hochschule Hannover

Teaching and research, practical relevance, further education and internationality typically describe the standing of Hochschule Hannover - University of Applied Sciences and Arts (HsH). With around 10,000 students, it is the second-largest university in the capital of Lower Saxony, currently offering 60 study programs in a broad range of subject fields and in five campus locations in Hannover.

We maintain teaching and research partnerships within Germany but also worldwide to impart international knowledge, foreign language competence, intercultural skills and an open-minded approach to students.

Why HsH

» High quality degree courses, full- or part-time, including dual programs
» Integrated practical phases to provide professional experience during studies
» Collaboration with industry
» Continuing education and professional training activities for various target groups
» International Double Degree Programs
» Broad range of tutorials, bridge courses and orientation programs specially designed for all beginning students

HsH International

We warmly welcome students, teachers and staff from our partner universities. Our benefits and services include:

» Orientation weeks for international students
» International staff weeks hosted yearly, with varying main topics
» Tandem language learning
» "German as a foreign language" courses
» Support with finding accommodation

Why Hannover

» City of science and research
» Strong economic region: international operating companies and world-famous brands are based here
» City of students: Hannover is home to more than 40,000 students
» Lively, multi-faceted culture with music, art and sports to suit all tastes
» Greenest city in Germany: many beautiful parks and Europe’s largest city forest “Eilenriede”

"My semester at HsH has shown me that learning abroad is very effective and enriching in many ways. I enjoyed very much working on group projects with my fellow students.”

Svea Johansson, Lithuanian exchange student